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Xenia by Durkan
Designed by Virginia Langley for Durkan, Xenia is a timeless interpretation of a journey of dimensional
and textural art forms. Xenia fuses organic and industrial styles and tonal treatments by forming a
convergence of immersive concrete surfaces, century old woods, free-flowing images and botanicals into
modern designs. Rediscovering treasures of the old worlds and embracing a contemporary sophisticated
warmth, Xenia is a stylized confluence of technology and artistic poetry. Xenia is on display at HD Expo
in both DefinityÔ and Synthesis constructionsÔ. Durkan’s Definity surpasses traditional luxury carpet by
offering incredible multi-level textures, more than twice the definition, superior performance and
unmatched sustainability, as well as the same level of customization found with Axminster. Synthesis
layers pattern and texture to provide unprecedented 3D image quality and clarity. Never before has this
combination of patterning and textural effect been achieved in hospitality flooring. The result is a unique
layering effect that brings tremendous depth and richness to carpet design.

About Durkan
From the hotel lobby and corridors to guest rooms and ballrooms, casinos and areas of assisted living
facilities, Durkan is the world-renowned as an industry leader in innovative design solutions and highstyle, high-performance hospitality flooring solutions. Durkan’s products are offered in a wide range of
exclusive innovative pattern and texture technologies, including DefinityÔ, an advanced generation
precision sculpturing technology that produces the highest definition of texture, pattern and color
available in hospitality carpet; and SynthesisÔ, which provides a three dimensional layering effect using
a custom base and Precision Dye Injected (PDI) surface that enables unprecedented image quality.
Durkan is the hospitality brand of the Mohawk Group, a leading commercial carpet manufacturer and a
pioneer in the design of sustainable carpeting. For additional information, visit www.durkan.com or
www.mohawkgroup.com or call 800-241-4580.
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